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SMART Program Analysis Overview 

New London is facing a trash budget crisis: short-term, the garbage truck fleet needs to be replaced and 
longer-term the cost of disposal is rapidly rising due to decreasing regional disposal capacity. The City is 
committed to finding a solution that is both fair and fiscally responsible.  A possible solution 
recommended by the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) and widely 
used in New England is called SMART (Save Money and Reduce Trash).  The City of New London has 
received a grant from DEEP to fund a detailed analysis of SMART’s efficiency, its feasibility for New London 
and likely impact on the City and its residents. The results of those findings are contained in this report and 
summarized below.

SMART is good for New London financially.  Implementation is projected to generate $618,000 in positive 
financial impact during the first year of operation.  The financial impact over 10 years is at least $6.2 
million.  The program is projected to reduce trash and its associated incineration tip fees by 44% resulting 
in a first year savings of $266,000 and a ten-year savings of over $2.7 million.  A key component of SMART 
is that it provides residents and businesses using New London’s waste collection services with an incentive 
to recycle, reuse and reduce the amount of waste they dispose. Lower waste volumes will provide 
operational savings at the transfer station for the handling and transport of material to the incinerator. The 
result is that the overall cost of providing trash service is reduced substantially and can be achieved with 
no new investment and no substantial change to how residents manage waste.  

SMART is a fairer way for New London to allocate and pay for its waste collection and disposal service.  
In a SMART system, recycling service remains free and trash disposal is treated like other utilities (water, 
electricity and gas) and users are charged based on how much they choose to throw away.  This includes 
residents, non-profits, small businesses and any free riders who use the system but either currently do not 
pay or significantly underpay for the volume of trash they dispose. Therefore a household that does not 
generate much waste and/or consistently recycles (e.g. retirees on fixed income) will pay less and other 
users (e.g. some small businesses) will be able to pay an amount commensurate with their use.  3
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SMART Program Analysis Overview 

SMART is straightforward to implement, operate and likely will  increase overall collection efficiency. If 
New London implements SMART it will most likely do so using a manual collection protocol. This study 
identified 105 SMART communities in New England that use manual collection.  As part of the research, 
operational best practices were collected and public works management from five communities were 
interviewed in detail about their experience implementing and operating SMART. Topics of discussion 
included experience and best practices with collection protocols, compliance enforcement, impact on 
workers compensation claims, illegal dumping and collection efficiency.  Detail on the experiences and 
recommendations of the communities queried are contained in the report, but were overwhelmingly 
positive with no significant negatives identified. With respect to the number of stops per employee and 
accidents per stop, all five communities executing SMART with manual collection reported significantly 
better metrics than New London shows currently.  This suggests that a switch to SMART may increase New 
London’s collection efficiency with neutral to positive impact on associated workers compensation claims 
due to reduced trash volumes. 

SMART is a proven approach to reducing trash, saving money and increasing recycling.  There are hundreds 
of communities in New England that are using SMART to fund trash services successfully. The data from 
these communities related to reduced trash volumes going to the landfill, increased volumes of recycling 
and resulting cost savings is consistent and compelling. Many of those programs have been in operation for 
at least a decade and some as long as three decades. Their operational best practices are reflected in the 
report’s discussion of  Resident Education, Bag Management and Distribution,  and the proposed 
Deployment Timeline for a program.

This report has been prepared as part of Department of Energy and Environmental Protection DEEP Dive II. 
Project. For study related questions contact Jennifer Weymouth at  Jennifer.Weymouth@ct.gov.
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SMART Program Impact On New London at a Glance 
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Projected Waste Stream Shift with SMART

Recycling
14%  (1,648 tons)

MSW
86%  (10,100 tons)

SMART’s Impact on the Waste Stream

Recycling: 
38%  (3,430 tons)

MSW
62%  (5,660) tons)
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Environmental Impact of SMART

BTUs (Energy Used)

Annual 
Reduction

70,000
Million Units

• Reduced costs 

• Reduced carbon footprint

• Increased energy security

Equivalent to:

or

CO2e (Greenhouse Gas)

Annual 
Reduction

8,400
Metric Tons

• Reduced carbon footprint

• Less pollution

• Healthier environment for residents

Equivalent to:

or

Removing 

1,600
passenger vehicles from the road

Reducing gasoline consumption by

939,000
gallons

Powering 

620
residential homes

Installing

8,600
rooftop solar panel arrays

Source:  EPA Waste Reduction Model (WARM)

The projected 4,440-ton reduction in MSW would, according to the EPA Waste Reduction Model (WARM), 
generate energy savings equivalent to those listed below.
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Deliverables
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Deliverables
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Deployment Timeline
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Deployment Timeline
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Compliance Enforcement

Typically, compliance rates are very high for bag-based SMART programs.  Enforcement is required, but does not 
have to be expensive or “heavy-handed.”  A city has flexibility regarding enforcement, but there are some best 

practices. 

Ordinance
1

Process
2

Technology
3

Personnel
4

Key Elements of Compliance:

Model / sample enforcement ordinances from other communities (See Sample Ordinance)

Guidance regarding the enforcement process, based on the City’s collection protocol

Mobile application during the first 6 weeks for efficient enforcement tracking and follow up

Personnel to help get a city started in the first 2 -4 weeks & guidance regarding the ongoing 
process

12
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Compliance Enforcement 

Compliance monitors will track non-compliance for the length of the program. Where 
enforcement is necessary the monitoring and communication process envisioned is as 

follows:

Use 311/other app 
to record location 
and type of issue

1. First Offense
• Record address 

via location app
• Pick up bag
• WZ drops notice 

at address

2.  Second Offense
• Record address via 

location  app
• Leave bag
• Place color-coded 

non-compliant sticker 
on bag

3. Additional Offense(s)
• Record address via 

location app
• Leave bag
• Place color coded non-

compliant sticker on bag
• Impose monetary/other 

penalty at Town and 
County discretion 

13
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Resident Education

General Program Awareness

Goal: Inform and alert residents about the 
arrival of the program and how it will work.

The City communicates information to citizens 
via its normal channels:  website(s), 
Facebook/social media, in-bill inserts and/or 
media announcements

Direct Mailers with Bags

Goal: Build awareness by delivering a tangible 
example of how the program works to each 
participating household.

The mailed packet will contain information 
about the program, the program website URL 
and 1 free small bag for use by resident.

14
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Resident Education

Community education materials helps residents become more effective at reducing, reusing, 
and recycling and increase the likelihood of program success.

Educational Materials Created with SCRRRA

Written in a friendly, easily accessible tone

Customized with the municipality’s name 
and municipal seal

Made available to the municipality in 
electronic format for easy printing

Can be posted to the program’s website

Covers a range of useful topics

Helpful for

— Residents

— School groups

— Community organizations

— Environmental organizations

15
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Bag Management and Distribution 

Bags manufactured. Bags are delivered 

designated retail 

store locations.

Supplier will monitor and maintain inventory 

as well as provide logistics and A/R 

collections with your stores.

OVERVIEW

City-approved participating stores agree to sell official 
bags as part of the city’s SMART program.  Each store 
receives clear instruction on carrying out their role in the 
program.

Upon order, supplier delivers customized trash bags in 
specified quantities directly to the retailers.

Upon delivery, supplier bills the retailers.

Each month, supplier reconciles the municipal account 
and provides comprehensive accounting reports for the 
municipality’s review inclusive of payments paid to New 
London as detailed in Step 5 below.

DETAILS
1 4

3

2
Each month, supplier collects the money for the bags 
from retailers and remits it directly to New London. The 
payment covers the cost of New London’s trash 
collection that would normally be billed to New London 
and fulfills the city’s payment requirement for waste.  

5

to
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Collection Protocol Efficiency and Workmen’s Compensation
Rationale

Suggested Questions for Similar New England Municipalities with Manual Collection:

1. How many homes receive City/Town trash collection service?

2. How many collection workers and drivers does the City/Town employ?

3. How many people are on the average collection crew?

4. How many days per week do you run collection routes?

5. How many trash collection trucks are in the City’s / Town’s fleet

6. On average, how many trucks / routes per day do you run?

7. On average, how many homes does a truck collect from per day?

8. How many workmen’s compensation claims were filed by collection workers / drivers (last 2 years)

9. What was the average cost per claim?

The City of New London is exploring adoption of SMART with manual trash collection.  Public Works leaders want 
to determine if such a move would lead to increased injuries and workmen’s compensation claims among 
collection workers.  WasteZero suggested that the questions below be posed to several NE cities with manual 
collection.

Answering these questions would enable a clear comparison of the number of injuries per worker and cost of 
claims per worker in manual collection environments vs. New London’s current automated system.

17



Collection Protocol Efficiency and Workmen’s Compensation
Feedback from Interviews

Dartmouth, MA

Dartmouth collects SMART solid waste manually and has automated collection for duel 
stream recycling. The Board has asked on a couple of occasions to report on converting 
the town’s manual SMART collection to automated collection. An evaluation on this topic 
was done in 2013 and was then updated in 2017. We concluded that manual solid waste 
collection via rear load packer is most cost effective in Dartmouth's case. We had planned 
to covert one of our dual stream automated carts to a solid waste cart and change 
to single stream utilizing the remaining cart. As a result of this proposed change, our 
costs would increase significantly for several reasons noted in the report. Surprisingly we 
have not seen an increase in Worker Comp claims on the manual solid waste operation. I 
believe the fact that the SMART bags limited weight has reduced the potential for back 
injuries attributed to lifting heavy loads. Of course the safety concern with manual 
collection on rear load packers is still a factor. 

Natick, MA

Similar to Worcester, Natick had a similar practice  where employees could leave after the 
route was collected. SMART speeds up the route considerably, so we had to scrap the 
practice because employees kept finding ways to do their routes in less and less time, yet 
still earn a full-day’s pay. There were only so many times we could change the trash 
routes on people before residents got tired of the changes. What we ended up doing was 
transferring our trash staff to the Streets division after they finished their trash collection 
for the day. Our collection crews slowed down, and we had zero injuries for a period of at 
least six years following the change. 

18



Collection Protocol Efficiency and Workmen’s Compensation
Feedback from Interviews 

North Attleboro, MA

North Attleboro uses manual collection for solid waste and automated collection for
recycling. North Attleboro has had SMART since 1998 and has always used a contracted 
hauler. The bid submissions have  offered automated collection as an option, but they 
have never been lower than manual collection options.

Our trash routes have only one person driving and picking up bags. The trash routes 
always finish earlier than the automated recycling routes. The trash routes drivers average 
30 hours per week and the recycling drivers average 40 hours per week.  

Portland, ME

Portland uses manual collection in conjunction with its SMART program.  In 2017 the City 
conducted an analysis of whether to continue to keep Waste Collection in house or to 
privatize the service and ultimately decided to continue operating the service inhouse for 
three reasons.  Privatizing generated no cost savings and was going to be at least 10% 
higher; having the service inhouse allowed the department to maintain staffing for winter 
operations; and comparative analysis validated that the current operational model and 
staffing were working efficiently and effectively.  Recommendation presentation is 
viewable here: https://bit.ly/2vqdSws

Springfield, MA

In Springfield, I assigned a team to injury analysis and prevention. They analyzed the root 
cause of all injuries and modified training and equipment to address any problems they 
found. They cut injuries by about 1/3rd in a couple months. It’s surprising how many 
injuries are caused by stupid decisions.  

19



Collection Protocol Efficiency and Workmen’s Compensation
Feedback from Interviews

Worcester, MA

Worcester: It was my experience and confirmed by my sanitation manager that the 
prevalence of injuries was something in this order (shoulders, knees and ankles, 
punctures and lacerations, back, slips and falls, other). As I indicated earlier, we could 
and should have done a better job to prevent injuries as suggested in my previous 
email. That said, a key reason for the number of injuries that our collection crews 
sustained was a direct result of our “incentive” program which essentially meant that 
once a crew finished its route including addressing complaints or missed collections 
they were free to go home. Our collection crews (1 man on back of truck and a driver) 
was predicated on what management designed as a “fair” day’ work (we continually 
tweaked this by reducing crews). In our case this meant on average that a crew 
collected over 22,000 pounds per day from over 1300 households on a route of about 
10 miles. Because of the incentive program, our crews really hustled to the point that 
the laborer on the back of the truck literally ran behind the truck picking up bags and 
throwing them into the hopper. Sometimes the laborer would “hang” off the truck to 
pick up bags at curbside as the truck slowly travelled. The crews zeal to finish and go 
home caused them to collect bags in less than safe ways. If New London has an 
“incentive” program where crews can be dismissed after their route is collected and 
they revert to manual collection, it will be important that they don’t develop unsafe 
collection habits. This would keep WC claims at a minimum along with other 
suggestions in my previous email. Avoiding injury and keeping workers comp claims to 
a minimum is more about training and an emphasis on safety than collection system. 
Strong safety protocol and training. Requiring protective gloves and back braces, belts, 
shoes, and long pants, should be available at no cost to the employee. 

20



Collection Protocol Efficiency and Workmen’s Compensation
Collection Information – Stops per Employee

New London Worcester Dartmouth North Attleboro

Trash Stops Served Week 10,500 52,000 9,302 6,786

System Type Semi-Auto Manual SMART Manual SMART Manual SMART

Trash Collection Employees 9 16 4 2

Trucks Used 3 8 2 2

Routes Per Week 5 5 5 5

Accident Claims / Year1 4 6.5 0.5 0

Stops Per Route 700 1,300 930 679

Stops Per Employee 60,667 169,000 120,926 176,436

Accidents Per 100,000 Stops1 6.6 3.8 0.4 0.0

1 Last Two Years

Municipalities with manual SMART  have demonstrated that it is possible to 
increase trash collection stop efficiency while simultaneously reducing accidents 

per stop.
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Collection Protocol Efficiency and Workmen’s Compensation
Collection Information – Stops per Employee

New London Natick Portland ME

Trash Stops Served Week 10,500 10,450 22,000

System Type Semi-Auto Manual- PAYT Manual - PAYT

Trash Collection Employees 9 6 6

Trucks Used 3 3 3

Routes Per Week 5 4 5

Accident Claims / Year1 4 1 0

Stops Per Route 700 871 1,467

Stops Per Employee 60,667 90,567 190,667

Accidents Per 100,000 Stops1 6.6 1.1 0.0

1 Last Two Years

Municipalities with manual SMART  have demonstrated that it is possible to 
increase trash collection stop efficiency while simultaneously reducing accidents 

per stop.
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Collection Protocol Efficiency and Workmen’s Compensation
New England SMART Community Collection Information

In New England currently at least 105 communities are successfully executing SMART programs using  manual 
collection. Many have been running SMART programs for over a decade and have not opted to switch to 

automated or semi-automated collection. 
(A full list with population and collection responsibility below).
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Collection Protocol Efficiency and Workmen’s Compensation
New England SMART Community Collection Information (continued)

24



Collection Protocol Efficiency and Workmen’s Compensation
Claims information

From a coverage standpoint, in Connecticut the same class code applies to all 
employees who work in garbage collection regardless of whether they are working in 

a manual collection or automated system.

Coverage Component Detail

Class Code 9403 is used for all employees that work in  garbage 
collection regardless of whether they work on an 
automated or manual truck.

Rate In Connecticut, the rate for code 9403 is $11.38 per 
$100 of payroll

Lost Cost Multiplier (LCM) In CT LCMs will likely fall in a range from 1.25 to 1.95.

Assigned Risk  Rate The assigned risk rate for the 9403 code is $19.57 per 
$100 which would constitute the wort case scenario.

Source: Scott Risk Capital Insurance

25
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Appendix I – Program Implementation Schedule
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Appendix I – Program Implementation Schedule
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Appendix II.  Examples of Collection Ordinances 

Files below can be downloaded from Dropbox via the following link:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/4ub1xpqu8qkzw70/AADJQyt8HaLSTGf7A2J
rdirwa?dl=0

1 Multiple Ordinances 
• Worcester, MA
• Malden, MA
• Brewer, ME
• Gloucester, MA

2 Kennebunk Ordinance 

3 Bath, ME 

4 Douglass Township PAYT Ordinances 

5 North Berwick Ordinance

6 Ordinance Presque Isle, ME

7 Ordinance Waterville, ME

28
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Appendix III.   Key Messaging Document 

Why New London Is Considering SMART Trash

• The status quo is no longer an option because the cost of providing waste collection is increasing

o Connecticut waste incinerators are rapidly running out of capacity which means an increasing amount of MSW will 

need to be shipped out state at higher cost – disposal costs could jump by 25% or more

• To keep providing residents with waste collection services at the lowest cost possible, New London must reduce waste and 

increase recycling.

• New London needs to quickly replace its aging truck fleet and collection carts. 

• By simply funding trash collection differently, SMART will reduce the overall cost of trash collection for all residents and free 

up the resources needed to replace critical garbage collection infrastructure.

How SMART Trash Works

• Dispose of garbage in official standard trash bags available at local retail outlets

• Still put trash out curbside in city-provided carts

• Pay for solid waste like we pay for other utilities (water, gas, electricity)—by the unit instead of flat rate

• Purchase price of bags helps cover cost of trash collection and disposal

• Trash drops and recycling rises because residents are motivated to throw away as little as possible

29
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Appendix III.   Key Messaging Document 

Benefits of SMART Trash for New London

• Reduce residential MSW by 44%

o Financial Impact (Assumes Bags priced at $1.00/$0.60)

▪ Over $618,000 annually

▪ $3.1 million over five years 

▪ $6.2 million over 10 years 

o Fairness

More fairly distributes the cost of waste collection based on service consumption by multi-family, residential and other 

users.

Allows people to control spending on garbage 

o Environmental

▪ Greenhouse gas savings: Equivalent to taking 1,600 passenger cars off the road each year

▪ Energy savings: Equivalent to total annual energy use of 620 households each year

30
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Appendix III.   Key Messaging Document 

Answers to Frequently Asked Questions

• Does SMART Trash change anything about how a household manages its trash?

o No—Residents would still put their trash out in the same cart they use now, and there is no limit to the amount they can throw 

away; the only change is the color of the bag they use.

• Where would residents buy SMART Trash bags?

o SMART Trash bags would be available at the full range of retail outlets in and around New London where people currently buy 

their trash bags: grocery, hardware, big-box,  convenience and other stores.

• How many SMART Trash bags does the average household use in a week?

o Because a SMART Trash system gives people incentives to throw away less and recycle more, they produce less trash—less than 

1 large bag or slightly more than 1 small bag per week, on average. 

• How much could an average-size household expect to spend on SMART Trash bags?

o The average New London household would spend approximately $0.94 per week on SMART Trash bags.

• Why is New London exploring a bag-based SMART Trash program?

o Bag-based SMART Trash has been proven by multiple studies around the country to be the most effective system for reducing 

waste, increasing recycling, and having a positive financial impact.
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Appendix III.   Key Messaging Document 

• Does SMART Trash increase illegal trash dumping?

o No—According to multiple studies, public works directors, and other city leaders with similar programs.

• Does SMART Trash help seniors?

o Yes—Seniors throw away much less than the average household and save money with SMART Trash.

• Does SMART Trash help low-income residents?

o Yes—Expenses are low because the average household buys just 1 large bags per week, and people can have the ability to 

control spending on trash.

• How prevalent is SMART Trash across the US?

o In more than 8,000 cities and towns (according to US EPA)

• What is WasteZero’s role in this initiative?

o WasteZero is a national leader in municipal waste reduction that CT DEEP has contracted to help the city evaluate how a SMART 

Trash system could help us.

• Should New London privatize waste collection instead of considering SMART?

o While waste collection privatization is worth investigation it addresses a different issue than the SMART system. The first 

addresses who collects trash and the second focuses on reducing the volume of waste and increasing the volume of recycling 

collected. Many communities with privatized waste collection also have SMART programs. The two are not mutually exclusive 

and the town would benefit evaluating a switch based on when the new likely reduced waste and increased recycling volumes 

generated by SMART are known.
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Appendix IV.   Consulting Project Status Report 

Action Detail Date Completed

Refine the Key Message Document Complete March 23

Finalize FAQ's Complete March 23

Distribute Key Message Document and FAQ’s to 
Council Members

April 2 

Website Complete April 2

Launch Website - April 2

Notify Press about Website 

New London Day – Send notice before April 2nd
Other
Heather
Tina Detail Channel 8

Ongoing – May 1

Post Website link on Social Media Link for April 2nd April 2

Key Message development and assistance with ongoing questions and comments

33
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Appendix IV.   Consulting Project Status Report 

Action Detail Date Completed

Individual Council Members 
Mr. Nolan (meeting)
Mr. Satti (call)
Ms. Nartatez, email information

Jan -
March

Public Meetings
Jan 23 Public Meeting
Council Workshop

Jan 18
Feb 13

Key Community Groups (homeowner, 
environmental)

CCD City Center District
Neighborhood Alliance
Pedestrian Advisory Committee
Riverside Park Conservancy
FRESH New London
Realtors Group
Schools
SW Staff

Ongoing
Feb 1– May 1

Facilitate visits to other communities as necessary Visit to Worcester Dec 27

Stakeholder & Public Education
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Appendix IV.   Consulting Project Status Report 

ACTION COMPLETION

Suggestions based on public feedback Ongoing

Best practice information from neighbor communities March 28

Analysis of different collection protocol March 28

Workman’s compensation comparison March 28

Phone calls or visits with other cities April 10

Suggested compliance and enforcement protocol March 23

Timeline and roll out plan March 23

Implementation and outreach plan for residents, schools and public 
buildings

March 23

Plan Development
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